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ABSTRACT
The MANTIS MultimodAl system for NeTworks of In-situ wireless
Sensors provides a new multithreaded cross-platform embedded
operating system for wireless sensor networks. As sensor networks
accommodate increasingly complex tasks such as compression, aggregation and signal processing, preemptive multithreading in the
MANTIS sensor OS (MOS) enables micro sensor nodes to natively
interleave complex tasks with time-sensitive tasks, thereby mitigating the bounded buffer producer-consumer problem. To achieve
memory efficiency, MOS is implemented in a lightweight RAM footprint that fits in less than 500 bytes of memory, including kernel,
scheduler, and network stack. To achieve energy efficiency, the
MOS power-efficient scheduler sleeps the microcontroller after all
active threads have called the MOS sleep() function, reducing current consumption to the µA range. A key MOS design feature is flexibility in the form of cross-platform support and testing across PCs,
PDAs, and different micro sensor platforms. Another key MOS design feature is support for remote management of in-situ sensors
via dynamic reprogramming and remote login.
Keywords: embedded operating system, sensor networks, multithreaded, lightweight, low power, cross-platform, dynamic reprogramming

1.

INTRODUCTION

The popularity of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) as an important new research domain has grown dramatically [1] [2]. WSN
systems typically consist of resource-constrained micro sensor nodes
that self-organize into a multi-hop wireless network. This sensor
network monitors the environment, collects sensed data and relays the data back to a collection point typically residing on the
Internet. WSNs integrate hardware platforms, embedded operating systems, networked communication, and backend data services
together into a complete system capable of providing novel distributed in-situ sensing of environmental phenomena. Standard
micro sensor systems include Berkeley’s Mote/TinyOS architecture [3], MetaCricket [30], MIT’s location-aware cricket [31], CU-
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Boulder’s MANTIS system [5], Europe’s Smart-Its [33], Eyes [34],
and BTNodes [32] projects.
This paper investigates the practicality of implementing the popular approach of preemptively time-sliced multithreading on today’s micro sensor nodes, and explores how such a system could be
adapted to the characteristics of WSNs. A thread-driven approach
is attractive in sensor networks for many of the same reasons that it
has been adopted for PDAs, laptops, and servers. In a thread-driven
system, an application programmer need not be concerned about indefinitely blocking or being indefinitely blocked by other tasks during execution, except for shared resources, because the scheduler
will preemptively time-slice between threads, allowing some tasks
to continue execution even though others may be blocked. This automated time-slicing considerably simplifies programming for an
application developer. This paper demonstrates that the added OS
complexity needed to support preemptive time-slicing is easily accommodated in today’s MICA2 motes, with a kernel memory cost
of the less than 500 bytes, including the scheduler and network
stack. Moreover, the paper shows that multithreading and energy
efficiency are not mutually exclusive, i.e. that a multithreaded system can be designed to sleep efficiently when application threads
indicate that there is no useful work to be done.
The finely interleaved concurrency of multithreading is useful
in sensor systems to prevent one long-lived task from blocking
execution of a second time-sensitive task. Sensor networks are
being tasked to perfom increasingly complex duties such as signal processing and collaborative target tracking, time synchronization [43] [45], localization [31], compression/aggregation [37], and
encryption. As we will show later in Section 3, such tasks can be
long-lived enough in a single-threaded run-to-completion system
to prevent time-sensitive processing of other tasks, e.g. processing of radio packets by different layers of the network stack. If the
network stack is blocked from fully processing arriving packets until the long-lived task runs to completion, then the network stack’s
bounded buffers could quickly overflow, especially in sensor nodes
with limited RAM, resulting in lost packets. Multithreading conveniently mitigates this classic bounded buffer producer-consumer
problem by interleaving processing of packets by the network stack
thread with execution of multiple long-lived complex tasks, so that
packets are emptied from the buffer before overflow is reached. Our
discussion focuses on a loose interpretation of the bounded buffer
problem in terms of its resource constraints rather than its more
traditional interpretation in the field of synchronization.
The challenges of designing a multithreaded embedded operating system for WSNs are motivated by the severe resource constraints imposed by micro sensor nodes, e.g. their limited run-
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dard programming language and standard threading model ease the
barrier to entry to programming for sensor networks. Since the kernel is also written in C, then kernel development can leverage the
same skills used for application development.
MOS is also designed to provide advanced remote management
capabilities for in-situ sensor networks. Towards this end, the goals
of MOS are to support useful yet sophisticated features, including
dynamic reprogramming of sensor nodes via wireless, remote debugging of sensor nodes, and multimodal prototyping of virtual and
deployed sensor nodes.
In the remainder of the paper, Section 2 describes the MOS architecture, including scheduler and network stack, and how MOS
achieves a lightweight implementation. Section 3 provides a discussion of different sensor OS models and programming paradigms.
Section 4 describes how the multithreaded MOS achieves power
efficiency. Section 5 explains the goals of MOS with respect to insitu features. Section 6 summarizes the MANTIS hardware nymph.
Section 7 concludes with future work.
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time memory as well as their limited energy lifetimes. The runtime RAM available on micro sensor nodes is exceedingly scarce,
e.g. 4 KB for today’s MICA2 motes [9]. While sensor nodes
may diversify towards nano nodes and macro nodes with lesser
and greater capabilities, this current generation of micro sensor
nodes is the standard starting reference that is assumed in this paper. Because of these severe memory constraints, traditional multithreaded embedded operating systems such as QNX and VXWorks
occupy too large of a memory footprint to execute on micro sensor nodes [3], with embedded Linux facing the same limitations.
Two embedded real-time embedded operating systems, AVRX [13]
and µCOS [14], have been written for the AVR microcontroller
found on the MICA2 motes. Both achieve preemptive multitasking
in a lightweight RAM footprint of less than 4 KB. µCOS is a licensed commercial OS, while AVRX is open source. The MANTIS
open source OS (MOS) differs from these two embedded RTOSs
by being adapted to the additional requirements imposed by sensor networks, e.g. the development of a power-efficient scheduler
to reduce energy consumption and the implementation of advanced
sensor-specific features like remote dynamic reprogramming of micro sensor nodes.
In addition to memory efficiency, micro sensor nodes also require energy efficiency in the design of the sensor OS. Micro sensor nodes are often deployed in-situ apart from the electrical power
grid, and therefore rely on battery power or energy harvesting, e.g.
solar cells. Given a set of new AA batteries, the lifetime of such
nodes can be extended to a few months depending upon the extent
to which the duty cycle is lowered [26]. Key new challenges in
the design of a thread-driven sensor OS therefore include achieving both a lightweight memory footprint as well as energy-efficient
operation.
This paper describes MANTIS OS, a lightweight and energyefficient multithreaded operating system for MultimodAl NeTworks
of In-situ micro Sensor nodes. At present, the MOS kernel is able to
achieve multithreaded preemptively scheduled execution with standard I/O synchronization and a network protocol stack, all for less
than 500 bytes of RAM, not including individual thread stack sizes.
In addition, MANTIS OS is designed to provide cross-platform
support across PC’s, PDAs, as well as diverse micro sensor hardware platforms. For example, MANTIS OS currently supports both
the MICA2 motes as well as the MANTIS nymph. MANTIS OS
also seeks to provide tools to ease deployment and management of
in-situ sensor networks.
In order to achieve cross-platform support, MOS was designed
to leverage the properties of a portable standard programming language, in this case the C programming language. MOS enables the
same application code to execute on a variety of platforms, ranging
from PC’s to PDA’s to different micro sensor platforms. As detailed
in our earlier work [5], this enables phased deployment of applications from an Internet-based environment to a physical deployment,
i.e. application code can be tested first on a virtual sensor node
executing on PC’s and/or PDA’s provided that the same API was
preserved on in-situ micro sensor nodes. For example, the MOS
user-level network stack permits a network layer routing algorithm
to be tested first on virtual sensor nodes on a Linux PC before being deployed. The emStar system also advocates cross-platform
support though the approach is focused on TinyOS, as explained
later [6].
As added benefits to this cross-platform approach, MOS achieves
code reuse and a low barrier to entry in terms of programming for
sensor networks. For example, a standard stop-and-wait reliable
protocol as well as a standard RC5 security algorithm [10] are both
available as C code, and have been ported into MOS. Also, the stan-
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Figure 1: MANTIS OS architecture compresses a classic multithreaded layered operating system design into < 500 bytes of
RAM.

2.

LIGHTWEIGHT MANTIS OPERATING
SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section, we describe the architecture of the MANTIS operating system, which adheres to a classical layered multithreaded
design, as shown in Figure 1. Application threads are separated
by the API from the underlying OS. By preserving the API across
platforms, MOS enables cross-platform support. MOS consists of
a lightweight and energy-efficient scheduler, a user-level network
stack, as well as other components such as device drivers.

2.1

Applications and APIs

MANTIS provides a convenient environment for creating WSN
applications. Figure 2 illustrates a simple yet commonly used sense and forwa
application thread, which is available along with the complete open
source MANTIS software release at http://mantis.cs.colorado.edu/.
This simple application thread, which runs on a micro sensor node
such as the MICA2 mote, reads a sensor value from an analog to
digital converter (ADC) port, toggles the LED, and then transmits
the value of the sensor over the radio - all in about ten lines of code.
All applications begin with start, which is similar to main(). The
system properly initializes other system-level threads, such as the
network stack, which is just another application thread. Though not
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#include <inttypes.h>
#include "led.h"
#include "dev.h"
#include "com.h"
void start(void)
{
uint16_t delay;
uint8_t value;
comBuf send_pkt;
value = dev_get(DEV_MICA2_LIGHT);
mos_led_toggle(0);
send_pkt.data[0] = value;
send_pkt.size=1;
com_send(IFACE_RADIO, &send_pkt);
}

Figure 2: Simple sample code of sense-and-forward application
sender.
shown in this example, this sense-and-forward application thread
can spawn new threads by calling thread new, as can all applications.
The program is compact and requires a fairly shallow learning
curve for C programmers. Early empirical experience with MOS
suggests that application developers can rapidly prototype new applications in this environment. Applications such as a sensor-enabled
conductor’s wand [11] were prototyped in hours, while applications
such as a frequency-hopping protocol and a port of the RC5 security standard were completed in less than two nights.
MANTIS provides a comprehensive set of System APIs for I/O
and system interaction. For a complete list and information on
all the APIs please refer to http://mantis.cs.colorado.edu/. For the
preceding sense and forward application example, the APIs that
were used in the application can be categorized as:
• Networking: com send, com recv, com ioct, com mode
• On board sensors (ADC): dev write, dev read
• Visual Feedback (LEDs): mos led toggle
• Scheduler: thread new (could have been used, but was not)
The choice of a C language API simplifies cross-platform support and the development of a multimodal prototyping environment. The MANTIS System API is preserved across both physical
sensor nodes as well as virtual sensor nodes running on X86 platforms. As a result, the same C code developed for MANTIS sensor
Nymphs with ATMEL microcontrollers [12] can be compiled to
run on X86 PCs with little to no alteration.

2.2

Kernel and Scheduler

The design of the MOS kernel resembles classical, UNIX-style
schedulers. The services provided are a subset of POSIX threads
[15], most notably priority-based thread scheduling with roundrobin semantics within a priority level. Binary (mutex) and counting semaphores are also supported. The goal of the MOS kernel
design is to implement these familiar services in a manner efficient
enough for the resource-constrained environment of a sensor node.
The most limited resource on a MANTIS node is the RAM.
There are two logically distinct sections of RAM: the space for
global variables that is allocated at compile time, and the rest of
RAM that is managed as a heap. When a thread is created, stack

space is allocated by the kernel out of the heap. The space is recovered when the thread exits. In the current implementation, the user
is not encouraged to dynamically allocate heap space, although that
was an API decision and is not an inherent limitation of MOS. This
limitation is imposed because with such limited memory it is important to have a well planned and coherent memory management
policy.
The kernel’s main global data structure is a thread table, with one
entry per thread. Since the thread table is allocated statically, there
is a fixed maximum number of threads and a fixed level of memory overhead. The maximum thread count is adjustable at compile
time (the default is 12). Each thread table entry is ten bytes and
contains a current stack pointer, stack boundary information (base
pointer and size), a pointer to the thread’s starting function, the
thread’s priority level, and a next thread pointer for use in linked
lists. Note that pointers on the AVR microcontroller are only two
bytes. A thread’s current context, including saved register values,
is stored on its stack when the thread is suspended. This is significant, because the context is much larger than a thread table entry,
and it only needs to be stored when the thread is allocated. Thus
the static overhead of the thread table is only 120 bytes.
The kernel also maintains ready-list head and tail pointers for
each priority level (5 by default, for 20 bytes total). Keeping both
pointers allows for fast addition and deletion, which improves performance when manipulating thread lists. This is important because those manipulations are frequent and always occur with interrupts disabled. There is also a current thread pointer (2 bytes), an
interrupt status byte, and one byte of flags. The total static overhead
for the scheduler is thus 144 bytes.
Semaphores in MOS are 5-byte structures that are declared as
needed by applications; they contain a lock or count byte along
with head and tail list pointers. At any given time, each allocated
thread is a member of exactly one list; either one of the ready lists
or a semaphore list. Semaphore operations move thread pointers
between lists, and the scheduler cycles through the ready lists to
locate the next thread to execute.
The scheduler receives a timer interrupt from the hardware to
trigger context switches; switches may also be triggered by system
calls or semaphore operations. The timer interrupt is the only one
handled by the kernel–other hardware interrupts are sent directly
to the associated device drivers. Upon an interrupt, a device driver
typically posts a semaphore in order to activate a waiting thread,
and this thread handles whatever event caused the interrupt. There
are currently no ’soft’ interrupts supported by the MOS kernel, although the design does not preclude adding them in the future. The
time slice is configurable, and is currently set to about 10 ms.
In addition to driver threads and user threads, there is also an
idle thread created by the kernel at startup. The idle thread has
low priority and runs when all other threads are blocked. The idle
thread is in a position to implement power-aware scheduling, as it
may detect patterns in CPU utilization and adjust kernel parameters
to conserve energy.

2.3

Network Stack and “Comm” Layer

Wireless networking is critical for the correct operation of a network of sensors. Such communication is typically realized as a layered network stack, not to be confused with the thread stack. The
design of the MANTIS network stack is focused on efficient use
of limited memory, flexibility, and convenience. The stack is implemented as one or more user-level threads, as shown in Figure 1,
following the design of ALPINE [16]. A user-level network stack
enables easy experimentation with the network stack in user space,
and also enables cross-platform prototyping of network stack func-
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tionality on X86 PCs prior to deployment in WSNs, e.g. a new
data-driven routing protocol can be tested in virtual sensor nodes on
Linux PCs before deployment, as explained in a later section. The
term user space is more aptly applied to manipulation of the network stack on X86 PCs, where there is a clear distinction between
user space and kernel space, rather than on ATMega128 MCU sensor nodes, where there is no such distinction.
Different layers can be flexibly implemented in different threads,
or all layers in the stack can be implemented in one thread. The
tradeoff is between performance and flexibility. The stack is designed to minimize memory buffer allocation through layers. The
data body for a packet is common through all layers within a thread.
In this way, the network stack avoids data copies and resembles the
zero copy approach of TinyOS, SMAC [17] and zero copy sockets
[18].
The stack supports layer three and above, i.e. network layer routing, transport layer, and application layer. MAC protocol support
is performed by the communication layer, also called the “comm”
layer, which is located in a separate lower layer of the OS, distinct
from and below the user-level networking stack.
The MOS comm layer provides a unified interface for communications device drivers (for interfaces such as serial, USB, or radio
devices). The comm layer is shown in Figure 3. The comm layer
also manages packet buffering and synchronization functions. The
network or application thread interacts with communications devices through four functions: com send, com recv, com mode, and
com ioctl.
When com send is called, the sending thread (the network, or
perhaps an application thread) passes a pointer to a packet buffer,
called a comBuf. The comm layer blocks the sending thread and
passes the pointer to the specified device driver. While device
drivers may be implemented as threads, the typical implementation
is in terms of an interupt-driven state machine. This state machine
proceeds to send the packet through the hardware device, and the
sending thread is resumed when the state machine reaches its complete state.
While sending can be synchronous, receiving must happen in
the background even when a network or application thread is not
currently making a com recv call. Memory for received packets
is thus managed by the comm layer itself, which owns a number
of comBufs. Device drivers may request comBufs, which are then
allocated to that device. Once a comBuf is obtained, the device
driver may fill it with a received packet, as directed by its interrupt state machine. When a packet reception is complete, the device driver calls com swap bufs, which exchanges the full comBuf for an empty one. Full packets are buffered in order by the
comm layer. When a thread calls com recv, it is blocked until a
full comBuf on the specified device is available, at which time a
pointer to that comBuf is returned. Since the receiving thread now
possesses a buffer that was allocated by the comm layer, it must
call com free buf when it is finished with the buffer; this advises
the comm layer that the buffer may be reused. The extra call to
free a buffer is more complexity for the receiving thread, but it
allows the comm layer to provide true zero-copy service. Also,
because the comm layer is completely interrupt-driven, the comm
layer achieves zero polling, which is energy efficient.
Besides send and receive functions, the comm layer provides
mode and ioctl calls. The mode call is used to power up or power
down the device when needed. The meaning of the ioctl call is
device-specific.
The MAC layer protocol is located within the device driver for
the radio, which is housed in the comm layer. The MAC layer
is responsible for controlling such aspects as network duty cycle,

wherein the radio is adaptively slept to save on energy consumption, and transmit power control. The MAC layer flexibly supports
multi-frequency radio communication over 30 channels, enabling
research into MAC protocol design, security and reliability. A flexible range of packet sizes is supported, with a maximum of 64
bytes. An early version of the MAC protocol supported random
backoff, while the current version of the MAC supports TDMA for
star topologies. MOS will support CSMA in the near future, by
adopting and augmenting SMAC and/or BMAC.
The lower layers of the network stack, including MAC and physical layers, occupy about 64 bytes of RAM total to support three
communication interfaces, namely the radio, serial link, and loopback interfaces. Additional RAM buffers must be allocated to store
packet data. Thus comm buffs are allocated at 64 bytes per buffer,
with an added three bytes of overhead per buffer. Currently, five
such buffers are allocated, though the plan is to allocate more buffers
from all RAM. Since these buffers will be passed directly to applications, then there are zero copies. An additional small amount of
space is consumed by low-level configuration parameters for the
CC1000 radio. Modules for a broadcast flooding routing protocol
and a simple stop and wait protocol are provided in MOS as default
examples for developing protocols at the network and application
layers. Network layer broadcast flooding adds an additional thirty
bytes of RAM. The size of the user-level network stack will depend
on the complexity of the protocol(s) the user desires for implementation. Overall, the network stack consumes less than 200 bytes of
RAM.
Application provided with uniform interface to communication layer and device drivers
send, recv, ioctl, select, mode
UART

Allocated Buffers
Global
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Figure 3: The MOS communication COMM layer (left) is designed for asynchronous I/O with the radio, serial, ... and
achieves zero copy operation and zero polling. The device DEV
layer (right) is designed for synchronous I/O, e.g. sensor readings.

2.4

Device Drivers

MANTIS adopts the traditional logical/physical partitioning with
respect to device driver design for the hardware. The ‘device layer,
or “dev” layer shown in Figure 3 houses drivers for synchronous
I/O, e.g. sensors, external storage, etc. Drivers for asynchronous
communication, e.g. radio or serial, are housed in the comm layer.
Several POSIX-style system calls dev read(), dev write(), dev mode(),
and dev ioctl() are implemented for each device in a simple device
layer. A single static table is used to store function pointers for
each device’s implementation of the device layer model. Devices
are specified by their index into this table rather than using a file
descriptor, to save on code size and memory usage. Since the table is static, there is some lost overhead if it is not full. Each device has only 4 functions to implement, and a mutex, so this overhead is minimal. After the initialization of the device, a call to
dev register() is made, to place the device’s function pointers into
the call table, and initialize the mutex associated with the device.
This driver scheme has been implemented for EEPROM, several
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assorted sensors, and is planned for accessing flash storage. We
foresee drivers for each possible device easily conforming to this
model.
The dev mode() call is provided to interface with the power management system. Devices can currently be in a state of on, off, or
idle. If users know they will not be using the device for a period of
time, they may set it to off or idle, depending on their needs, for a
savings on power consumption. Before accessing the device again,
its mode must be set back to on.
The dev ioctl() call is a generic function, taking device-specific
variable arguments. A device such as an EEPROM can use this
function to set the memory address where dev read() and dev write()
access the hardware. As more drivers are written, device-specific
routines that do not fit into the normal device model will be accessed through this interface.

2.5

Summary

Together, the code size of the kernel, scheduler, and network
stack occupies less than 500 bytes of RAM and about 14 KB of
flash. This permits sufficient space for multiple application threads
to execute in the ATMega128’s 4 KB of RAM, as well as sufficient
storage in the ATMega128’s 128 KB of flash storage.

Event-Driven
vs. Multi-threaded
OS
Run-to-Completion
Time-sliced Multi-threading
Task 1

Task 2

Thread 1 Thread 2
Event 1 Event 2

Prod

Consumer

Producer

CPU Time
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Prod
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Figure 4: A Bounded Buffer Producer/Consumer Application
avoids buffer overflow in a preemptively time-sliced system of
interleaved threads (right), because the consumer can execute
and empty the buffer earlier. A single-threaded event-driven
run-to-completion system (left) can overflow the buffer when a
consumer task is forced to wait for a long-lived task to finish,
e.g. producer or other complex task.

3.

DISCUSSION: THREADS AND EVENTS

This section discusses first the benefits and then the costs of
preemptively time-sliced multithreading in sensor systems. The
following discussion refers to Figure 4, which depicts two execution models for sensor systems: an event-driven run-to-completion
single-threaded approach on the left; and a preemptively time-sliced
multithreaded model on the right. The literature contains a variety
of examples of thread-driven and event-driven systems, as well as
comparisons between the two models [55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 3]. A
recent paper suggests that thread-driven systems can achieve the
high performance of event-based systems for concurrency intensive applications, with appropriate modifications to the threading
packages [55].
TinyOS is a standard embedded OS for sensor networks based

on an event-driven design philosophy. The simplicity of the system is tailored for event-driven sensor I/O. Tasks run to completion
with respect to other tasks but may be interrupted by events. Only
one stack is needed because only one task is running, so that there
are no context switches. TinyOS also assumes a modularized programming language nesC, an extension of C. It is a static language
in which all run-time memory usage is preallocated. Besides its
modularized fashion, nesC also analyzes the code and handles concurrency inside the language instead of at the user level. The designers of TinyOS also believe that an event-based approach is able
to create an energy-efficient system since there is neither blocking
nor polling in an event system. Unused CPU cycles can be spent
in the sleep state as opposed to actively looking for an interesting
event. TinyOS provides an event-driven paradigm that meets the
requirements of simple tasks characteristic of today’s sensor nodes.
The MANTIS multithreaded OS seeks to provide a pathway to
evolve sensor systems to support increasingly complex tasks, while
at the same time meeting the resource constraints of energy and
memory typical of sensor networks. Time-sliced multithreading
offers automatic preemption, which has the advantage that a single
segment of application code cannot block the execution of other
tasks. This is important in sensor systems, since blocking certain
time-critical tasks from executing, such as network packet processing, can result in overflow of network buffers when tasks are sufficiently long-lived and a sensor node’s RAM buffers are sufficiently
small.
To illustrate the bounded buffer producer-consumer problem as
it applies to sensor networks, Figure 4 depicts two tasks, namely
a producer and a consumer. Such pairs of tasks are common, and
typically share a buffer between them, not shown. As the producer
generates data, the producer places this data in the bounded buffer
between the two tasks. The consumer empties the buffer whenever
it has a chance to execute. If the consumer is unable to execute for
some time while the producer continues to add data to the buffer,
then the buffer will eventually overflow.
For sensor networks, a typical consumer would be a network
stack that needs to process incoming packets and route these packets to/from the radio. In a typical sensor network topology, a sensor
node relays data from several children nodes to a parent node that
is closer to the ultimate destination, namely the base station. An arriving radio packet typically causes an interrupt that can preempt an
executing task. A small interrupt handler then transfers the packet
to a buffer for complete processing at some later time by another
task such as the network stack. Thus, multiple downstream nodes
act as producers of sensor data whose packets are received and deposited into the relay node’s buffer, awaiting further processing by
the relay’s network stack.
As sensor nodes are called upon to perform increasingly complex
tasks, the likelihood increases that a long-lived task in a run-tocompletion system can block processing by the network stack consumer, resulting in lost packets due to buffer overflow. Such tasks
could include aggregation via standard compression algorithms,
standard encryption/decryption, and standard signal processing techniques. Though today’s aggregators typically do little more than
summarize multiple sensor values by calculating an average, it is
not unreasonable to expect aggregation to employ more sophisticated yet memory-efficient compression algorithms in the near
future. For example, we have ported a lightweight compression
algorithm that uses arithmetic coding to the MICA2 motes. This
compression code executes in the 4 KB of RAM provided by the
ATMEL chip. Other researchers have ported the LZ77 compression algorithm to the MICA2 [48]. Similarly, though today’s sensor
nodes employ scalar values to trigger actions such as routing, e.g.
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temperature > T degrees, future behavior may well be triggered by
simple frequency analysis of the sensor data, e.g. the sensor data
has a strong tone at 1 kHz. Thus, we have also ported a standard
64-point FFT algorithm based on integer arithmetic for fast execution on the MICA2 motes. Other researchers have implemented
a much slower floating point FFT on the MICA2 [48]. In previous work, we have implemented both RC5 and AES encryption on
MICA motes [29], but present improved implementations in this
paper. The resulting execution times are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Execution times for various complex tasks on MICA-2
Complex Task
Execution Time
Arithmetic Coding: Compression
321 ms
Arithmetic Coding: Decompression
504 ms
64-point FFT (integer)
56 ms
512-point FFT (floating point)
30 sec [48]
RC5 encryption (12 rounds)
2 ms/32 bytes
AES encryption (no pre-computed table)
28 ms/32 bytes

We found that that a standard compression task such as arithmetic coding is relatively long-lived. Arithmetic compression of
128 samples of data took 321 ms, while arithmetic decompression
of 128 samples took 504 ms. Arithmetic coding was chosen for
its near-optimal compression efficiency. An alternative would be
Huffman coding, which would sacrifice compression for a speed
improvement of about a factor of two [19]. Also, the 64-point integer FFT required 56 ms to execute. We expect that 128-point
and 256-point FFTs will require hundreds of milliseconds to run to
completion. AES, in low memory mode, required 28 ms to complete encryption on just 32 bytes of data.
Any task that is sufficiently long-lived during its run to completion is a candidate for causing buffer overflow, and lost packets. Suppose there are 200 bytes of RAM devoted to the network
stack’s buffer. Suppose also that packets arrive from four downstream neighbors at the rate of 5 packets/sec, with each packet of
size 30 bytes. In this case, sensor data arrives at a rate of 600
bytes/sec. If any of the above complex tasks takes more than a
few hundred milliseconds to run to completion, then the bounded
buffer will overflow. In contrast, in a multithreaded system, a network stack consumer thread will be given its time slice despite the
presence of long-lived threads and thus be able to process its traffic
and limit the loss of data.
To address this bounded buffer problem, a programmer in a runto-completion system is therefore burdened with several difficult
and time-consuming tasks. First, the programmer must decompose
their code into sufficiently small execution modules. In some cases,
e.g. arithmetic compression, correct partitioning of the code may
require a semantic understanding of the algorithm, which is a stiff
requirement for a programmer who only wishes to port the code to
a micro sensor platform. For example, the decomposition of LZ77
compression code into TinyOS modules required detailed semantic awareness [48]. Second, understanding when the code modules
are “sufficiently” small to avoid blocking other tasks depends both
upon the other tasks that will be executing as well as their application tolerances, neither of which are known a priori by the programmer. The designer may be forced to choose the finest granularity to
avoid the pitfalls of run-to-completion. The least difficult option of
porting code as one monolithic module runs the risk of the run-tocompletion bounded buffer problem. Third, the programmer must
invest significant time to make sure to relinquish control properly
in each module. For example, the programmer must ensure that

each module avoids busy-wait polling and/or infinite loops in order
to avoid indefinitely blocking other tasks.
In contrast, programmers in MOS do not have to alter their programming practices to accommodate the above concerns. A program can be written without having to physically partition the thread
of execution, though the programmer is free to generate multiple
threads if desired. In addition, since there is a vast body of code
already written for threaded operating systems, a programmer can
port code to MOS with relative ease without requiring a deep semantic understanding of the coded algorithm. A programmer can
also write a long-lived task without explicitly ensuring that the program does not block or hinder other processes.
Support for multithreading in MOS comes at the cost of context
switching overhead and additional stack memory for each thread.
First, our claim is that the context switching overhead is only a
moderate issue in WSNs. Each context switch incurs only about
60 microseconds of overhead (about 120 instructions, or approximately 400 clock cycles), since 30 registers need to be reset. In
comparison, the default time slice is much larger at 10 ms. This is
less than 1 percent of the microcontroller’s cycles. Since WSNs are
largely focused on I/O, e.g. sensor data acquisition and packet forwarding, and not with the computational performance of computebound threads, then the modest slowdown in pure computational
speed should not affect the primary function of micro sensor nodes.
The second cost of multithreading is memory allocated for each
thread’s stack, though this can be mitigated with intelligent stack
analysis. The default thread stack size in MOS is 128 bytes. Since
4 KB of RAM are available in the MICA2 motes, and the kernel
occupies less than 500 bytes, then there is considerable space left
to parameterize MOS to support up to a double digit number of
user threads. For the early Rene motes with only 512 bytes total of RAM, it would be infeasible to fit both the MOS kernel and
user threads into such a constrained space. Since current and future sensor nodes are likely to contain at least the MICA2’s present
capacity of 4 KB RAM, then MOS demonstrates that there is sufficient memory to fully support both the OS and multithreaded applications. However, the degree of multithreading remains an issue,
because of the possibility of stack overflow. If insufficient space
is allocated, then the thread’s stack can overflow. To mitigate this
issue, we are currently developing stack analysis tools that accurately forecast the stack needs of each thread, and allocate sufficient
memory to avoid stack overflow.
The programming paradigm of MOS is based on a standard programming language C. This enables a shallow learning curve, crossplatform support, and code reuse. While nesC is an extension of C,
additional investment is required to understand how to program using nesC modules.
Over time, the two types of sensor systems may very well converge and/or coexist. In the future, we could envision a sensor
system that combines the best of both the thread-driven system’s
flexibility as well as the event driven system’s efficiency. A threaddriven model provides a general solution for synchronous code,
preemption syntax and priority mechanisms. Yet events are welladapted to many sensing applications as well. By analogy, arguments between the adaptability and reconfigurability of microkernels and the performance of monolithic kernels resulted in the
development of modular kernels that combined the advantages of
both. Moreover, as sensor networks diversify, some micro sensor
nodes may run event-driven code and communicate with others that
execute via multithreading, e.g. aggregator or application-specific
nodes.
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void start(void){
Packet data;
uint8_t i, size;
mos_enable_power_mgt();
while(1){
size = flooding_recv((char *)&data, 0x02);
if(size < 1)
mos_led_toggle(0);
else{
for(i=0; i<size; i++)
mos_uart_send(0, ((char *)&data)[i]);
mos_led_toggle(2);
}
mos_thread_sleep(32);
}
}

Figure 5:
MOS provides application threads with a
sleep(PERIOD) function. If all threads call sleep(), then the
OS shuts down the microcontroller until the first sleep deadline
expires.

4.

POWER MANAGEMENT

A challenge in the design of energy-efficient thread-driven systems is sleeping the scheduler when there are no more threads that
need to be scheduled, i.e. all threads are either blocked on I/O,
blocked for other reasons or have no useful work to perform. In this
section, we describe how MANTIS OS achieves energy efficiency
via a sleep() function that is designed to resemble the semantics of
the UNIX sleep() function, i.e. taking a parameter for the duration
of the sleep, but differs in the behavior of the OS after all application threads have called sleep. This sleep() function enables a
threaded system to shut down when there is no meaningful work to
do, thereby avoiding energy-consuming busy-wait polling.
A typical wireless node will last only a few days on two AA
batteries when used for continuous monitoring. Two AA batteries
at 3000 milliampere per hour (mAhr) will last approximately 5 days
at 25 mA of power consumption (3000mAhr/25mA = 120 hr or 5
days). The most effective technique for extending the lifetime of
in-situ sensor nodes is a low duty cycle that sleeps the node most
of the time. Traditional power management techniques for laptops
transition between idle and active modes of operation, which is the
approach explored in this work. Additional low power methods
such as throttling the performance of a processor or turning off only
parts of a processor [52], as well as varying the voltage in real-time
embedded systems [54] are not pursued in this work.
If sensor nodes are to sleep with a low duty cycle, then the value
of the duty cycle must be determined, as well as its periodicity.
These important parameters controlling energy efficiency should
be both application-specific and adaptive. If a sensor node employs
only one sensor, e.g. to monitor temperature once per second, then
the period is simply set to one second. However, most sensor nodes
have the capability to monitor more than one sensing domain simultaneously, e.g. both temperature and relative humidity [26].
Given multimodal sensing, the low duty cycle behavior becomes
more complex. If the temperature sensor is monitored every three
seconds, and humidity is monitored every seven seconds, then we
desire a sensor OS capable of integrating such staggered and offset
application-specific sleep periods. Moreover, we desire that a sensor OS be responsive to changing environmental conditions within
the sensing zone. For example, at run time, an application that is
tracking an event may wish to change its sampling frequency or pe-

Table 2: Power Consumption for MOS in sleep mode and
awake mode on MICA-2
Power
sleep
20 µA
sense and forward (awake)
20 mA
1.0% Duty Cycle for a 300 sec Cycle 66 mAsec
0.5% Duty Cycle for a 300 sec Cycle 36 mAsec

riodicity in response to sensed data, e.g. motion of an animal. The
sensor OS should provide energy-efficient mechanisms for adapting to run-time changes in sampling frequencies and duty cycles
for each application.
In addition, the behavior of compute-bound applications such as
aggregation is far different than data-driven I/O-bound tasks such
as periodic temperature and humidity sensing. An aggregation application may wish to delay sleeping of a sensor node until its computation is complete, regardless of the various sensing periodicities. A sensor OS should therefore be flexible enough to accommodate compute-bound application behavior in addition to data-driven
sensing applications with varying periodicities and duty cycles.
These examples illustrate that a sensor OS should provide applicationspecific mechanisms that enable diverse applications to indicate
when and how often they wish to sleep, in order to achieve power
efficiency. The sensor OS should combine these application-specific
natures and emerge with a scheduling timetable that meets application needs while also achieving energy efficiency. The OS scheduler should determine when it is safe for the system to sleep. In
addition, the sensor OS should adapt to changing conditions, so
that applications at run time can change their sleep times, patterns
and periodicities.
As an initial step towards building sleep-oriented capabilities,
we have implemented a sleep() function as shown in Figure 5, similar to the UNIX sleep() function. First, the application thread
must enable power-save mode, which is accomplished by the call
mos enable power mgt(). All threads should enable power-save
mode, though by default this option is not turned on and must be explicitly activated. This was chosen to maintain compatibility with
the UNIX sleep()’s behavior. Next, the application thread may call
mos thread sleep(PERIOD), with a parameter PERIOD specifying
the duration to sleep. This was chosen to mimic the behavior of
UNIX sleep(). However, MOS adds the capability that, if all application threads call sleep, then the system truly sleeps most of the
time. For example, if there is one application thread, then the system will periodically wake up according to the PERIOD specified
by that thread. If there are multiple application threads each calling sleep(), and each specifying a different sleep duration, then the
scheduler will keep track of when the earliest deadline expires and
wake the system; otherwise, the system will sleep.
Table 2 lists the current consumed by a sense and forward application thread on a MICA2 mote running MOS for different duty
cycles. While actively executing the application code, the MICA2
mote running sense and forward consumed 20 mA. However, while
the application thread slept, the power consumption was only 20
µA. This confirmed that MOS was correctly sleeping the microcontroller and was also able to periodically wake the thread to execute its code. Thus MOS is able to achieve energy efficiency while
maintaining a threaded scheduling capability.
Figure 6 illustrates the energy-efficient MOS scheduler. The
ready Queue of the MOS scheduler consists of five priorities, high
to low: Kernel, Sleep, High, Normal and Idle. The scheduler se-
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Conceptual Diagram
MOS Scheduler
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Figure 6: Energy-efficient MOS scheduler.
lects the highest priority ready task and either executes it to completion or puts it in the ready queue if its time slice expired. The
scheduler uses 16-bit Timer1 for for multi threading and time slicing. When no threads are ready for execution, then the system
sleeps automatically instead of spinning at a 100in the idle loop.
The depth of sleep varies as follows. If the system is suspended on
I/O, then the system enters the ATMEL’s moderate idle sleep mode.
Otherwise, if all application threads have called sleep(), then the
system enters the deep power-save sleep mode. A separate sleep
queue maintains an ordered list of threads that have called sleep(),
and is ordered by sleep times, low to high. When the sleep time of
the thread in the front of the queue expires, the queue is shortened
and sleep times are readjusted. Timer/Counter0 is used to implement the sleep timer because it allows clocking from an external 32
kHz Watch Crystal independent of the internal CPU clock, which is
necessary to wake the processor from deep sleep. The sleep priority in the ready queue enables newly woken threads to have higher
priority so that they can be serviced first after wake up.
MOS also achieves energy efficiency by implementing the comm
layer so that it is completely interrupt-driven. There is zero polling
in the comm layer.

5.

ADVANCED FEATURES OF MANTIS OS
Sensor networks impose additional unique demands on the de-

sign of operating systems beyond resource constraints. Sensor networking application developers need to be able to prototype and
test applications prior to distribution and physical deployment in
the field. Also, during deployment, in-situ sensor nodes need to
be capable of being both dynamically reprogrammed and remotely
debugged. In the next sections, MANTIS identifies and implements each of these three key advanced features for expert users
of general-purpose sensor systems.

5.1

Bridging the Internet and Sensor Network
with Multimodal Prototyping

The MANTIS prototyping environment provides a framework
for prototyping diverse applications and bridging these applications
between the Internet and the deployed sensor network. A key requirement of sensor systems is the need to provide a prototyping
environment to test sensor networking applications prior to deployment. Postponing testing of an application until after its deployment across a distributed sensor network can incur severe consequences. As a result, a prototyping environment is an especially
helpful tool for sensor network application developers.
The MANTIS prototyping environment extends beyond simulation to provide a larger framework for development of network
management and visualization applications as virtual nodes within
a MANTIS sensor network. First, MANTIS has the desirable prop-
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Figure 7: Virtual MOS sensor nodes on the Internet are seamlessly connected with real MOS sensor nodes by preserving a
common cross-platform API across X86 PCs and ATMEL micro sensor nodes.
MANTIS achieves a multimodal prototyping environment by preserving a common C API across all platforms. This approach resembles WINE [20], but eliminates the problems of hidden system
calls, since all such calls are publicly known in MANTIS. Due to
the wide availability and support by the GNU tool chain for multiple platforms, it is possible to build MOS, with minor modifications, as an application that runs on the X86 platform over both
Linux and Windows. We call this user space application running on
an X86 platform XMOS. For example, Figure 8 illustrates XMOS
utilizing a POSIX shim layer to translate between MANTIS’ uniform API and the underlying UNIX operating system. In this way,
MOS applications can be realized as both virtual sensor nodes on
X86 platforms as well as live applications on ATMEL sensor nodes
(AMOS). This enables MANTIS to support multimodal networks,
consisting of XMOS nodes and AMOS nodes seamlessly interacting with each other. The same C source code runs transparently

over both XMOS and AMOS platforms, enabling phased deployment from XMOS to AMOS. Figure 7 shows the structure of the
network, with the two networks connected to each other via a serial
RS232 link. Thus, a com send() system call on the AMOS nodes
causes the data to be transmitted over the radio. The bridge nodes
on either side of the bridging serial link would additionally send the
data over the serial link using the com send(..) call. A com send()
call on the XMOS nodes causes the data to be transmitted over the
IP network instead.

Command
Server

Posix Shim

Network
Stack

erty of enabling an application developer to test execution of the
same C code on both virtual sensor nodes and later on in-situ physical sensor nodes. Second, MANTIS seamlessly integrates the virtual environment with the real deployment network, such that both
virtual and physical nodes can coexist and communicate with each
other in the prototyping environment, as shown in Figure 7. Seamless integration enables phased deployment and testing of an application, i.e. application code could first be evaluated on an allvirtual network, then be deployed without modification to a hybrid network of both virtual and a few physical nodes, followed by
full deployment on an all-physical network. The combination of
all-virtual, hybrid, and all-physical modes of testing form a multimodal prototyping environment. Third, MANTIS permits a virtual
node to leverage other APIs outside of the MANTIS API, e.g. a
virtual node with the MANTIS API could be realized as a UNIX X
windows application that communicates with other renderering or
database APIs to build visualization and network management applications, respectively. This virtual node, a.k.a. UNIX application,
would incorporate the MANTIS system API as a simple means of
becoming just another node within the MANTIS network of virtual
and physical nodes. For example, our “cortex” visualization application connects to two API’s: the MANTIS API in order to behave
as a virtual sensor node and receive sensor data streams; and a second graphical API in order to render sensor data. This flexibility is
illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 8: x86 MANTIS OS (XMOS) architecture uses the
POSIX shim layer to translate to/from underlying OS.
The structural implications of the above multimodal prototyping environment afford great flexibility to application developers.
First, XMOS nodes need not be identical and indeed heterogeneous
applications can be supported simultaneously. For example, some
XMOS nodes can be written as base stations, while others may perform aggregation duties for directed diffusion [21], and still others
may coexist to perform multicast routing [22]. Second, XMOS
nodes are not confined to a single PC, and can be distributed across
any number of PCs, maintaining communication via IP packets.
This eases the ability of the prototyping environment to scale to
large numbers of XMOS virtual nodes. Third, an arbitrary number
of bridging links can connect XMOS and AMOS environments,
and need not be limited to serial links either. Fourth, virtual nodes
must support but are not limited to the MANTIS API. As a result,
a virtual node realized as a UNIX application could be integrated
into the MANTIS sensor network on one side and speak with a
rendering API, database API, X windows API, or socket API on
another side. Thus, the sensor network can be accessed from any
virtual node, easing development of applications for visualization,
network management, and gateway translation to other networks.
The gateway function is especially critical to translate sensor packet
data to/from IP networks. Fifth, since the network stack is implemented as user-level thread(s) above the common API, then an
added bonus is that the XMOS environment can be used to prototype OS functionality in the form of networking routing and reliability functions. XMOS is not confined to prototyping user programs only. Finally, provided that hardware translation is correct,
the XMOS architecture offers the potential to feed real sensor data
into virtual nodes to drive prototype evaluation.
A variety of other sensor networking simulators possess some
but not all of the features of the MANTIS multimodal prototyping
environment. TOSSIM is a simulator for TinyOS [23], and enables
the same code to run in PC simulation as on real sensor nodes,
enabling debugging and verification on PCs prior to deployment.
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However, the simulator has to run on one machine and with the
same application instance inside. TOSSF extends TOSSIM to enable heterogeneous applications, but they’re still confined to one PC
[24]. Sensorsim is an extension to ns2 and provides a simulation
framework that models the sensor nodes and also provides a hybrid
simulation combining the real and virtual network [25]. However,
the sensor network applications are required to be re-implemented
for the target platform, resulting in two completely different code
bases that must be maintained.
emStar is a framework for developing applications for wireless
sensor networks that shares many of the principles of the MOS system. emStar combines pure simulation, hybrid mode and real distributed deployments [7]. Just as in MOS, the same code can be
reused in the simulation environment and the real platform, whose
targets include the iPAQ and Crossbow Stargate platforms. Just as
in MOS, a POSIX compatible programming interface is provided.
TinyOS is supported by the emStar framework.
The MANTIS multimodal framework does have some limitations. By choosing to preserve a high-level API across platforms
rather than low-level instructions as in a virtual machine, each XMOS
node does not perfectly model the performance of a sensor node.
Our tradeoff has been for improved flexibility rather than precise
emulation. Also, not all OS functionality can be tested in the above
architecture. While the network stack and remote shell via the command server can be tested, as well as user programs, other functionality such as the kernel’s scheduler are at present beyond the
cross-platform testing capabilities of XMOS.

5.2

Dynamic Reprogramming

Dynamic reprogramming or retasking is an especially useful feature for sensor networks. Research has found that sensor nodes
should be remotely reconfigurable over a wireless multi-hop network after being deployed in the field [26]. Since sensor networks
may be deployed in inaccessible areas and may scale to thousands
of nodes [27], this simplifies management of the sensor network,
i.e. so that biologists need not go into the field again to reprogram
sensors and change parameters such as the sensor’s sampling rate
and trigger threshold or algorithms such as sensor calibration or
time synchronization.
The goal of MOS is to achieve dynamic reprogramming on several granularities: reflashing of the entire OS; reprogramming of a
single thread; and changing of variables within a thread. Another
feature that is especially useful for sensor systems is the ability to
remotely debug a running thread. MOS provides a remote shell that
enables a user to login and inspect the sensor node’s memory, e.g.
the thread table of an executing thread.
To overcome the difficulty of reprogramming the network, MOS
includes two reprogramming modes. The simpler programming
mode is similar to that used in many other systems and involves direct communication with a specific MANTIS node. On a Nymph,
this would be accomplished via the serial port: The user simply
connects the node to a PC and opens the MANTIS shell. Upon reset, MOS enters a boot loader that checks for communication from
the shell. At this point, the node will accept a new code image,
which is downloaded from the PC over the direct communication
line. From the shell, the user also has the ability to inspect and modify the node’s memory directly (peek and poke), as well as spawn
threads and retrieve debugging information including thread status,
stack fill, and other such statistics from the operating system. The
boot loader transfers control to the MOS kernel on command from
the shell, or at startup if the shell is not present.
The more advanced programming mode is used when a node is
already deployed, and does not require direct access to the node.

The spectrum of dynamic reprogramming of in-situ sensor networks ranges from fine grained reprogramming (modifying constants like sampling rate) to complete reprogramming of the sensor
nodes. At the present time, MOS can support remote login and
changing of variables/parameters.
Support for dynamic reprogramming of the entire OS is in progress.
The dynamic reprogramming capability is actually implemented as
a system call library, which is built into the MOS kernel. Any application may write a new code image through calls to this library;
the code image is stored into external storage (flash or EEPROM)
as it is written. The application then calls a commit function that
writes out a control block for the MOS boot loader, which causes
it to install the new code on reset. A software reset completes the
reprogramming process. Using the reprogramming library, the intent is for an application–such as the MANTIS command server–
to download a patch using any communications method it desires
(typically the regular network stack), apply the patch to the existing
code image, and run the updated code. Thus, the entire code image,
with the exception of the locked boot loader section, may be reprogrammed over an arbitrary network while the node is deployed.
Reflashing parts of the OS, e.g. one thread, is a difficult research
challenge that will be addressed after dynamic reprogramming of
the full OS image has been completed.
Current solutions for dynamic reprogramming [28] are virtual
machine (VM) -based where the VM resides over the underlying
sensor operating system and processes the incoming code capsules.
A special stack-based instruction set is used to reprogram the sensor nodes, reducing the amount of data that is transmitted over the
network. In contrast to the VM based approach, MOS allows binary updates to reprogram a node. The developer does not need
to learn a new stack-based instruction set; instead, the existing deployed application only needs to be modified and recompiled, then
a binary patch may be transmitted to the micro sensor node.

5.3

Remote Shell, Cortex Application and Command Server

Existing solutions for monitoring sensor networks consider topology extraction [36] and computing summaries of network properties for energy efficient monitoring of sensor networks [37]. In addition to these mechanisms, the user may wish to manage the nodes
in the network in other ways. To provide this flexibility, MOS includes the MANTIS Command Server (MCS). From any device in
the network equipped with a terminal (a laptop PC, for example),
the user may invoke the command server client (also referred to as
the shell) and log in to a node. This node may be either a physical
node (e.g. on a Nymph or Mica board) or it may be a virtual node
running as a process on a PC.
The MCS itself is implemented as an application thread. It listens on the serial and radio for commands either sent to the kernel
or to an application. The user may view the list of functions supported by the MCS, inspect and modify the node’s memory, change
configuration settings, run or kill programs, view the thread table
or restart the node. Additionally user applications can register their
own functions to be called when a specific command is entered
from the shell. After this function is called, the user application
can receive parameters for their function. This allows user applications to remain dormant until a command is issued. The shell is
a powerful debugging tool, since it allows the user to examine and
modify the state of any node, without requiring physical access to
the node.
The remote shell is part of a visualization application called the
“cortex” that runs on a remote laptop. Figure 9 illustrates an example of the cortex visualization GUI that renders and plots sensor
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capability has been added to each nymph in the form of a connector
that fits the Trimble Lassen SQ GPS chip shown to the right of the
nymph in Figure 10. Again, the goal is to simplify deployment of
GPS-enabled applications for beginning users. If the GPS chip is
not needed, then the connector is simply vacant. Finally, the nymph
includes an AC/DC option. This is useful for prototyping in the lab
and avoids excessive consumption of batteries. An AC/DC adapter
from Radioshack is satisfactory. A simple 3-way switch toggles
between the AC/DC option, OFF and the battery option. We envision that the power option will be useful in future deployments of
indoor sensor networks, where power outlets are readily available
for exploitation.

Figure 9: Screenshot of the cortex visualization application for
rendering sensor data, part of the MANTIS release.

data in real time, maintaining multiple sliding window histories.
This application is included as part of the MANTIS release. The
cortex can be used not only to receive sensor data, but also to initiate commands to the sensor network. In this demo application,
clicking on the LED’s will light the LED on all sensor nodes. More
advanced commands are sent via the remote shell interface, not
shown in this screenshot. The cortex application is an example of
an XMOS virtual sensor node. More precisely, a server application
acts as an XMOS virtual sensor node, receiving sensor data packets
from the real sensor network. The visualization GUI then connects
to the server. This concept of connecting Internet applications as
part of the virtual sensor network in order to receive data is illustrated in Figure 7.

6.

MANTIS HARDWARE

The MANTIS hardware nymph’s design was inspired by the Berkeley MICA and MICA2 Mote architecture [3]. To help lower our development costs, shorten our development cycle, and enhance our
research goals, we designed the MANTIS hardware nymph sensor node, adhering to the same themes of ease of use, flexibility,
and adaptation to sensor networks that characterized our software
design. The learning curve for novice users is lowered by employing a single-board design, as shown in Figure 10, altogether
incorporating a low power Atmel Atmega128(L) microcontroller
(MCU) [12], analog sensor and digital ports, a low power Chipcon CC1000 multi-channel RF radio [38], EEPROM, power ADC
sensor, and serial ports on a quad-layer 3.67 ∗ 3.3 cm Printed Circuit Board (PCB). For the common user, the single-board design
eliminates the need for a separate sensor board or separate programming board, which reduces volume and cost. The pins for the
serial interface are directly accessible on the nymph in a standard
DIP package, enabling direct connection of each nymph to a laptop
via a serial cable, as shown in the figure. Direct serial accessibility combined with dynamic reprogramming over wireless largely
eliminate the need for a programming board for the common user.
Nymphs are versatile in that any node can serve as a base station
or as a leaf. In addition, three sensor interfaces are built into each
nymph and are directly accessible to the user via wire-wrappable
DIP pins, eliminating the need for the sensor board in the common
case. A standard three-wire interface similar to the popular Lego
Mindstorms was selected, enabling a novice to quickly prototype
from a large selection of inexpensive resistive sensors. Also, GPS

Figure 10: MANTIS nymph micro sensor node.
To support advanced research, the nymph includes several interfaces that allow expert users to extend its capability. First, the
nymph exports a standard sized JTAG DIP interface for expert users
that need to burn the bootloader into the Atmel’s flash. For example, researchers experimenting with dynamic reprogramming may
need to reset the fuses on the flash. For the novice user, we envision
that the bootloader will be preinstalled by the manufacturer or an
expert user with access to a JTAG programming device. In difficult debugging situations, the JTAG interface can also be used for
line by line, in-system debugging using GDB. Second, the nymph
includes a 20-pin connector with standard DIP interface for wirewrapping or development of advanced add-on boards with mating
connector. This connector has direct access to the MCUs external
interrupt pins, I 2 C bus, data lines, timers, and pulse width modulation (PWM) pins. Some potential add-on boards would be I 2 C
expanders that use the interrupt and I 2 C pins to add touch pads for
example. The data lines may be used to add liquid crystal displays,
while the PWM pins may be used for controlling motors, timers
for time sensitive applications, or simply as more pins for general
digital I/O. Third, the MANTIS nymph supports multiple antenna
options, including the addition of an antenna amplifier, via another
connector. This connector acts more like a jumper enabling and
disabling the built in low-range low power capabilities and replacing them by add-on circuitry. The add-on circuitry implements a
30dB low-noise power amplifier that is a 24-pin chip plus its additional support circuitry and properly matched 915 MHz antenna.
The addition of the amplifier increases the communication range
of the MANTIS Nymph to up to 2km at the cost of up to half a
Watt additional power consumption. For those reasons we provide
the connector as an option and not a requirement. One final important advanced feature is the addition of a single channel I 2 C 16-bit
ADC. This ADC enables monitoring of the battery voltage level.
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Power consumption numbers for the nymph are given in previous work [5]. GPS was found to consume significant power and
will require careful power management to limit its impact on battery lifetime. Comparable recent hardware technology with GPS
capability includes the MICA2 Motes [39] and the GPS-enabled
GNOMES [40].

grant to study the role of sensor networks in fighting forest fires
Stay tuned to the MANTIS Web site http://mantis.cs.colorado.edu

8.

CONCLUSION

The MANTIS sensor system achieves a lightweight classically
structured multithreaded operating system in a memory footprint
of less than five hundred bytes, including scheduler and network
7. FUTURE WORK
stack. The MANTIS OS achieves energy efficiency by implementing a sleep function. Its power-efficient scheduler recognizes when
The MANTIS system is still very much a work in progress. Low
all threads are sleeping and then sleeps the microcontroller for a
power management continues to be a challenge, though sleeping
duration deduced from each thread’s sleep time. MOS supports a
the scheduler has largely eliminated the wasteful busy waiting or
simple C API that enables cross-platform support, reuse of a large
polling of normal threaded systems. A follow-on approach would
incorporate dynamic hints from within the application with a power hint installed code base, and a low barrier to entry in terms of programming for sensor networks. MOS also supports advanced sensor OS
call to modify the applications requirements dynamically. Prior
features such as multimodal prototyping, dynamic reprogramming,
work on power-efficient scheduling and systems should be leverand remote shells. The MANTIS nymph offers a single-board GPSaged [49],[50]. Additional complications will result from inteenabled solution that is also extensible.
grating components such as the Atmel and CC1000 with multiple
low power modes. At present, MOS exports setting these modes
through the API, but applications have not yet been developed to
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